HIGHLIGHTS
Rust and Concrete Remover
Rapid Action

RUST CON-X

Highly Concentrated
Minimal Fuming
Non-Hazardous to Handle
Will Not Damage Paint or
Similar Surfaces
TYPICAL PROPERTIES
Vapor Pressure: 45
Volatility:

72

Solubility:

Yes

pH:

RUST CON-X is specially formulated to safely remove dried
concrete and rust from hard metal surfaces. Unlike Muriatic
Acid, it contains special buffers that allow for easy handling
while still being highly effective.
RUST CON-X has a wide variety of applications, from the
concrete industry - forms, rings and other equipment - to
anyone concerned with removing rust from metal surfaces.
This product, when used as directed, will absolutely remove
concrete and rust without harming a painted surface, plastic or
hard metal.

1.141

Specific Gravity:
Vapor Density:

DESCRIPTION:

N/A

DIRECTIONS:
RUST CON-X can be diluted up to 10:1 with water depending
on the thickness and age of the rust or concrete.

0.5

Evaporation Rate:
Slower than ether
Physical Description:
Clear bluish/purple liquid
with acidic odor

SAFETY CAUTIONS
Store out of reach of children.

RUST CON-X should be applied by proper spray equipment or
applied by brush and bucket method. On difficult areas, brush
agitation is always recommended. RUST CON-X may also be
used in poly or fiberglass dip operation with a two hour limited
time span.
When equipment is completely free of rust and concrete, rinse
well with a diluted solution of BULLDOZER. Equipment must be
thoroughly rinsed.

Store in closed containers in acid
resistant plastic containers.

When completely dry, apply MIRROR KOTE or TREX II for a
beautiful protective finish. MIRROR KOTE for painted surfaces;
TREX II for unpainted steel surfaces.

Store in closed, labeled
containers.

Do not use on soft metals such as aluminum and magnesium.

Do not store near strong alkaline
or reactive.
Refer to MSDS for additional
safety information.
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ARROW - MAGNOLIA INTERNATIONAL, Inc.
2646 Rodney Lane
Dallas, Texas 75229
Toll Free: 800.527.2101
Fax: 972.484.2896
www.arrowmagnolia.com

CR-6130/0316

liquid concrete removers

Since 1927, Arrow-Magnolia
has helped people solve
their cleaning and maintenance problems with the
finest products available
today.

